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INTRODUCTION

Book Walks are a fun and educational activity that breaks up and adapts a children’s 
book to be displayed in large panels along a popular walking route in a park, school 
or other community spaces. They promote reading and outdoor physical activity for 
kids and families. They are also a great complement to town celebrations and to 
complement educational curriculums.

Syncretic Press specializes in installing beautiful bilingual Book Walks in both indoor 
and outdoor locations.



WHAT WE OFFER

• Design layout to 
include Spanish and 
English  versions

• We adjust the 
illustrations to a large 
24 x 18 panel format

BOOK ADAPTATION

• Print story on weather 
resistant material + 
outdoor UV resistant 
ink

• Perform quality control

PRINT

• Deliver and set displays 
+ Book Walk panels.

• Collect all materials at 
the end of the 
contracted period.

DISTRIBUTION + SET UP

We offer a full service:  (1) adapt the stories to a bilingual and larger format, (2) print the panels on 
the appropriate material and with the right type of UV/fade-resistant ink for outdoor use, (3) deliver 
and set up Book Walk installation*, (4) remove the installation at the end of the contracted period*.

* Installation and removal is available in locations within a 3 hours driving radius from Wilmington, DE. For areas outside this region 

we mail the installation, which requires a very simple 5-steps process for assembly per display.  Estimated total assembly time: 90 min.



STANDARD TIMELINE

How long does it take to get all this done? We are the publisher of the stories and have experience 
setting these kinds of installations. Once the service is approved, we can have the displays at the parks 
and ready for the community to enjoy within 15 days (for up to 5 parks).
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SAMPLES

Here are 3 parks where we have Book Walks installations that may as a good example.  On the 
link you can take a look in more detail.  Video - 3 Story Walks

Brandywine State 
Park

Trap Pond State ParkKillens Pond State 
Park

https://youtu.be/-0U52g20nf8


PICTURES



ABOUT SYNCRETIC PRESS

Syncretic Press is an award winning publisher of children’s books, primarily for ages 4 to 8. We are 
nationally recognized for the quality of our collection. We work with many world recognized authors and 
illustrators, and our books are now enjoyed by children in hundreds of schools and libraries across the US. 



CONTACT INFORMATION

Thank you!

For more information or to request 
a quote please contact:

Enrique J. Moras
Phone: 443-723-8355
Email: emoras@syncreticpress.com

Website: www.syncreticpress.com
OSD Certification Number: DE19033145
SBF Certification Number: SBF19031259

http://www.syncreticpress.com/

